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Abstract. Let n  1 be a fixed positive integer and R be a ring. A permuting n-additive map
˝ W Rn ! R is known to be permuting generalized n-derivation if there exists a permuting n-
derivation  W Rn ! R such that ˝.x1;x2;    ;xix0i ;    ;xn/ D ˝.x1;x2;    ;xi ;    ;xn/x
0
i C
xi.x1;x2;    ;x0i ;    ;xn/ holds for all xi ;x
0
i 2 R. A mapping ı W R! R defined by ı.x/ D
.x;x;    ;x/ for all x 2 R is said to be the trace of . The trace ! of ˝ can be defined in
the similar way. The main result of the present paper states that if R is a .nC 1/Š-torsion free
semi-prime ring which admits a permuting n-derivation  such that the trace ı of  satisfies
ŒŒı.x/;x;x 2 Z.R/ for all x 2 R; then ı is commuting on R. Besides other related results
it is also shown that in a nŠ-torsion free prime ring if the trace ! of a permuting generalized
n-derivation ˝ is centralizing on R; then ! is commuting on R.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ThroughoutR will denote an associative ring with centerZ.R/. For any x;y 2 R;
xy   yx denote the commutator Œx;y. A ring R is said to be prime (resp. semi-
prime) if aRb D f0g implies either aD 0 or b D 0 (resp. aRaD f0g implies aD 0).
Let m  1 be a fixed positive integer. A map f W R! R is said to be centralizing
(resp. commuting) onR if Œf .x/;x2Z.R/ (resp. Œf .x/;xD 0) holds for all x 2R.
An additive mapping d W R! R is called a derivation if d.xy/ D d.x/yC xd.y/
holds for all x;y 2 R. Following [4], an additive mapping F W R  ! R is said
to be a generalized derivation on R if there exists a derivation d W R  ! R such
that F.xy/ D F.x/yCxd.y/ holds for all x;y 2 R. Suppose n is a fixed positive
integer and Rn D R R     R. A map  W Rn ! R is said to be permuting
if the relation .x1;x2;    ;xn/ D .x.1/;x.2/;    ;x.n// holds for all xi 2 R
and for every permutation f.1/;.2/;    ;.n/g. The concept of derivation and
symmetric bi-derivation was generalized by Park [7] as follows: a permuting map
 W Rn! R is said to be a permuting n-derivation if  is n-additive (i.e.; additive
c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in each coordinate) and .x1;x2;    ;xix0i ;    ;xn/ D xi.x1;x2;    ;x
0
i ;    ;xn/C
.x1;x2;    ;xi ;    ;xn/x0i holds for all xi ;x
0
i 2R. A 1-derivation is a derivation and
a 2-derivation is a symmetric bi-derivation while a 3-derivation is known as permut-
ing tri-derivation.
A well known result due to Posner [8] states that a prime ring R which admits
a non-zero centralizing derivation is commutative. In fact, this result initiated the
study of centralizing and commuting mappings in rings. Since then, several authors
have done a great deal of work concerning commutativity of prime and semi-prime
rings admitting different kinds of maps which are centralizing or commuting on some
appropriate subsets ofR (see [5,6] and [7] for further references). Let n 2 be a fixed
integer and a map ı W R! R defined by ı.x/D .x;x;    ;x/ for all x 2 R, where
 WRn!R is a permuting map, be the trace of. Moreover, it can be easily seen that
.x1;x2;    ; xi ;    ;xn/D .x1;x2;    ;xi ;    ;xn/ for all xi 2R;i D 1;2;    ;n.
Motivated by the concept of generalized derivation in ring, we introduce the no-
tion of permuting generalized n-derivation in ring. Let n  1 be a fixed positive
integer. A permuting n-additive map ˝ W Rn ! R is known to be permuting gen-
eralized n-derivation if there exists a permuting n-derivation  W Rn! R such that
˝.x1;x2;    ;xix0i ;    ;xn/ D ˝.x1;x2;    ;xi ;    ;xn/x
0
i C xi.x1;x2;
   ;x0i ;    ;xn/ holds for all xi ;x
0
i 2 R. For an example of permuting generalized
n-derivation, let n 1 be a fixed positive integer andRD
0@ 0 a b0 0 c
0 0 0
1A j a;b;c 2
C

where C is a complex field. Consider permuting n-derivation  as above and
define ˝ WRn!R such that
˝
0@0@ 0 a1 b10 0 c1
0 0 0
1A ;    ;
0@ 0 an bn0 0 cn
0 0 0
1A1AD
0@ 0 0 a1   an0 0 c1   cn
0 0 0
1A :
Then ˝ is a permuting generalized n-derivation on R associated with a permuting
n-derivation  on R.
Let ! W R ! R such that !.x/ D ˝.x;x;    ;x/. Then ! is known as the trace
of ˝. A permuting n-additive map  W Rn ! R is said to be a permuting left
n-multiplier (resp. permuting right n-multiplier) if .x1;x2;    ;xix0i ;    ;xn/ D
.x1;x2;    ;xi ;    ;xn/x0i (resp. .x1;x2;    ;xix
0
i ;    ;xn/ D xi.x1;x2;    ;
x
0
i ;    ;xn// holds for all xi ;x
0
i 2 R. If  is both permuting left n-multiplier as well
as right n-multiplier, then  is called a permuting n-multiplier.
Motivated by the results due to Posner [8], Vukman obtained some results con-
cerning the trace of symmetric bi-derivation in prime ring (see [9, 10]). Ashraf [1]
proved similar results for semi-prime ring. In the year 2009, Park [7] introduced the
concept of symmetric permuting n-derivation and obtained some results related to
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the commuting traces of permuting n-derivations in rings. Further, the first author
together with Jamal and Parveen [2, 3] obtained commutativity of rings admitting
n-derivations whose traces satisfy certain polynomial conditions.
The main objective of this paper is to find the analogous results for permuting
generalized n-derivation in the setting of prime and semi-prime rings. In fact, our
theorems present a wide generalization of the results obtained in [1], Theorem 2.1,
[7], Theorem 2.3, [7], Theorem 2.5, [9], Theorem 1, [9], Theorem 2, [10], Theorem
2 etc.
2. RESULTS
We begin with the following known results which are frequently used in our dis-
cussion.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 2.4 in [7]). Let n be a fixed positive integer and let R be a nŠ-
torsion free ring. Suppose that y1;y2;    ;yn 2R satisfy y1C2y2C Cnyn D
0 . or 2Z.R// for D 1;2;    ;n. Then yi D 0 .or yi 2Z.R// for all i .
Lemma 2 (Theorem 2.3 in [7]). Let n  2 be a fixed positive integer and R be a
non-commutative nŠ-torsion free prime ring. Suppose that there exists a permuting
n-derivation  W Rn! R such that the trace ı of  is commuting on R. Then we
have D 0.
Lemma 3 (Theorem 2.6 in [7]). Let n 2 be a fixed positive integer andR be a nŠ-
torsion free prime ring. Suppose that there exists a non-zero permuting n-derivation
 WRn!R such that the trace ı of  is centralizing on R then R is commutative.
As stated in the beginning, there has been a great deal of work concerning cent-
ralizing and commuting mappings. The following result shows that if the trace ı of a
permuting n-derivation is centralizing on R then it is commuting on R. In fact, we
prove rather a more general result:
Theorem 1. Let n 2 be a fixed positive integer and R be a .nC1/Š-torsion free
semi-prime ring admitting a permuting n-derivation  such that the trace ı of 
satisfies ŒŒı.x/;x;xD 0 for all x 2R: Then ı is commuting on R.
Proof. From our hypothesis we have
ŒŒı.x/;x;xD 0 for all x 2R: (2.1)
An easy computation shows that the traces ı of  satisfies the following relations
ı.xCy/D ı.x/C ı.y/C
n 1X
rD1
 
n
r
!
hr.x;y/ for all x;y 2R
where hr.x;y/D. x;x;    ;x„ ƒ‚ …
.n r/ times
;y;y;    ;y„ ƒ‚ …
r times
/.
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Consider a positive integer k;1 k  nC1. Replacing x by xCky in equation (2.1),
we obtain
kQ1.x;y/Ck2Q2.x;y/C :::CknC1QnC1.x;y/D 0 for all x;y 2R;
where Qi .x;y/ denotes the sum of the terms in which y appears i times. By (2.1)
and Lemma 1, we have for all x;y 2R,
ŒŒı.x/;x;yC ŒŒı.x/;y;xCnŒŒ.x;x; :::;y/;x;xD 0: (2.2)
Replacing y by xy in (2.2) we get
0D ŒŒı.x/;x;xyC ŒŒı.x/;xy;xCnŒŒ.x;x; :::;xy/;x;x
D ŒŒı.x/;x;xyC ŒŒı.x/;xy;xCnŒŒx.x;x; :::;y/;x;x
CnŒŒı.x/y;x;x
D ŒŒı.x/;x;xyC ŒxŒı.x/;y;xC ŒŒı.x/;xy;x
CnŒxŒ.x;x; :::;y/;x;xCnŒı.x/Œy;x;xCnŒŒı.x/;xy;x
D ŒŒı.x/;x;xyCxŒŒı.x/;x;yCxŒŒı.x/;y;xC Œx;xŒı.x/;y
C Œı.x/;xŒy;xC ŒŒı.x/;x;xyCnxŒŒ.x;x; :::;y/;x;x
Cnı.x/ŒŒy;x;xCnŒı.x/;xŒy;xCnŒı.x/;xŒy;xCnŒŒı.x/;x;xy:
Using (2.1) and (2.2) we find that
.2nC1/Œı.x/;xŒy;xCnı.x/ŒŒy;x;xD 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.3)
Similarly, replacing y by yx in (2.2), one can get
.2nC1/Œy;xŒı.x/;xCnŒŒy;x;xı.x/D 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.4)
Replacing y by y´ in (2.3), we have
0D .2nC1/Œı.x/;xŒy´;xCnı.x/ŒŒy´;x;x
D .2nC1/fŒı.x/;xŒy;x´C Œı.x/;xyŒ´;xgCnı.x/yŒŒ´;x;x
Cnı.x/Œy;xŒ´;xCnı.x/Œy;xŒ´;xCnı.x/ŒŒy;x;x´:
Using equation (2.3)
.2nC1/Œı.x/;xyŒ´;xCnı.x/yŒŒ´;x;xC2nı.x/Œy;xŒ´;xD 0:
Replacing y by ı.x/ in the above relation we find that
.2nC1/Œı.x/;xı.x/Œ´;xCnı.x/2ŒŒ´;x;xC2nı.x/Œı.x/;xŒ´;xD 0: (2.5)
From (2.3) we have nı.x/2ŒŒy;x;xD .2nC1/ı.x/Œı.x/;xŒy;x: Now using this
relation in (2.5) we get
0D .2nC1/Œı.x/;xı.x/Œ´;x  .2nC1/ı.x/Œı.x/;xŒ´;x
C2nı.x/Œı.x/;xŒ´;x (2.6)
D f.2nC1/Œı.x/;xı.x/  ı.x/Œı.x/;xgŒ´;x:
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Similarly using (2.4) one can easily obtain
f.2nC1/ı.x/Œı.x/;x  Œı.x/;xı.x/gŒ´;xD 0: (2.7)
Adding (2.6) and (2.7) we arrive at
2nfŒı.x/;xı.x/C2nı.x/Œı.x/;xgŒ´;xD 0:
Since 2n divides .nC1/Š, we find thatR is 2n-torsion free and hence for all x;´ 2R,
fŒı.x/;xı.x/C ı.x/Œı.x/;xgŒ´;xD 0: (2.8)
Using (2.8) in (2.6) we obtain .2nC2/Œı.x/;xı.x/Œ´;xD 0 for all x;´ 2 R. Since
2.nC 1/ divides .nC 1/Š, we find that R is 2.nC 1/-torsion free and hence for all
x;´ 2R,
Œı.x/;xı.x/Œ´;xD 0 for all x;´ 2R:
Substituting y´ for ´ we get Œı.x/;xı.x/yŒ´;xD 0 for all x;y;´ 2R. Replacing ´
by ı.x/ we obtain 0D Œı.x/;xı.x/yŒı.x/;xı.x/: Semiprimeness of R yields
Œı.x/;xı.x/D 0 for all x 2R: (2.9)
Similarly application of (2.7) and (2.8) yields that
ı.x/Œı.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R: (2.10)
Replacing x by xC ky in equation (2.10) where 1  k  2n and implementing
Lemma 1
ı.x/Œı.x/;yCnı.x/Œ.x;x; :::;y/;xCn.x;x; :::;y/Œı.x/;xD 0: (2.11)
Replacing y by yx
0D ı.x/Œı.x/;yxCnı.x/Œyı.x/C.x;x; :::;y/x;x
Cnfyı.x/C.x;x; :::;y/xgŒı.x/;x
D ı.x/yŒı.x/;xC ı.x/Œı.x/;yxCnı.x/yŒı.x/;x
Cnı.x/Œy;xı.x/Cnı.x/Œ.x;x; :::;y/;xx
Cnyı.x/Œı.x/;xCn.x;x; :::;y/xŒı.x/;x:
From (2.11) we have
 n.x;x; :::;y/Œı.x/;xx D ı.x/Œı.x/;yxCnı.x/Œ.x;x; :::;y/;xx:
(2.12)
Using (2.10) and (2.12) in the above relation, we get
0D .nC1/ı.x/yŒı.x/;xCnı.x/Œy;xı.x/Cn.x;x; :::;y/xŒı.x/;x
 n.x;x; :::;y/Œı.x/;xx
D .nC1/ı.x/yŒı.x/;xCnı.x/Œy;xı.x/ n.x;x; :::;y/ŒŒı.x/;xx:
This gives that
.nC1/ı.x/yŒı.x/;xCnı.x/Œy;xı.x/D 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.13)
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Substituting xy for y in (2.13)
.nC1/ı.x/xyŒı.x/;xCnı.x/xŒy;xı.x/D 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.14)
Left multiply (2.13) by x, we obtain
.nC1/xı.x/yŒı.x/;xCnxı.x/Œy;xı.x/D 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.15)
Combining (2.14) and (2.15), we get
.nC1/Œı.x/;xyŒı.x/;xCnŒı.x/;xŒy;xı.x/D 0 for all x;y 2R: (2.16)
Replacing y by y´ in (2.4), we obtain
0D .2nC1/Œy´;xŒı.x/;xCnŒŒy´;x;xı.x/
D .2nC1/Œy´;xŒı.x/;xCnŒyŒ´;x;xı.x/CnŒŒy;x´;xı.x/
D .2nC1/yŒ´;xŒı.x/;xC .2nC1/Œy;x´Œı.x/;xCnyŒŒ´;x;xı.x/
CnŒy;xŒ´;xı.x/CnŒy;xŒ´;xı.x/CnŒŒy;x;x´ı.x/:
Using (2.4) we get,
.2nC1/Œy;x´Œı.x/;xC2nŒy;xŒ´;xı.x/CnŒŒy;x;x´ı.x/D 0:
Replacing y by ı.x/ in the above relation we get
.2nC1/Œı.x/;x´Œı.x/;xC2nŒı.x/;xŒ´;xı.x/D 0 for all x;´ 2R: (2.17)
Combining equations (2.16) and (2.17) we find that
0D .2nC1/Œı.x/;x´Œı.x/;x 2.nC1/Œı.x/;x´Œı.x/;x
D Œı.x/;x´Œı.x/;x for all x;´ 2R:
Since R is semi-prime, we get Œı.x/;xD 0, for all x 2R: 
Theorem 2. Let n 2 be a fixed positive integer and R be a .nC1/Š-torsion free
semi-prime ring admitting a permuting n-derivation  such that the trace ı of 
satisfies ŒŒı.x/;x;x 2Z.R/ for all x 2R: Then ı is commuting on R.
Proof. Replace x by xCky for 1 k  nC1 in the given condition to find that
kQ1.x;y/Ck2Q2.x;y/C :::CknC1QnC1.x;y/ 2Z.R/ for all x;y 2R;
whereQi .x;y/ denotes the sum of the terms in which y appears i times. By Lemma
1, we have for all x;y 2R,
ŒŒı.x/;x;yC ŒŒı.x/;y;xCnŒŒ.x;x; :::;y/;x;x 2Z.R/: (2.18)
Again replacing y by xy in the above expression, we get
x.ŒŒı.x/;x;yC ŒŒı.x/;y;xCnŒŒ.x;x; :::;y/;x;x/C .nC2/ŒŒı.x/;x;xy
C.2nC1/Œı.x/;xŒy;xCnı.x/ŒŒy;x;x 2Z.R/:
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Combining (2.18) with the latter relation, we find that
.3nC3/ŒŒı.x/;x;xŒy;xC .3nC1/Œı.x/;xŒŒy;x;xCnı.x/ŒŒŒy;x;x;xD 0:
(2.19)
Further replace y by ı.x/ in (2.19) to get
.6nC4/ŒŒı.x/;x;xŒı.x/;xD 0:
On commuting with x, we find that
.6nC4/ŒŒı.x/;x;x2 D 0: (2.20)
Next, on replacing y by Œı.x/;x in (2.19) and using the given condition, we have
.3nC3/ŒŒı.x/;x;x2 D 0: (2.21)
Now combine (2.20) and (2.21) to get 2ŒŒı.x/;x;x2 D 0:
Since, R is (n+1)!-torsion free and also the center of semi-prime ring is free from
nilpotent element, we have ŒŒı.x/;x;x D 0: From Theorem 1, ı is commuting on
R. 
Combining Theorem 2 with Lemma 3, we can prove the following:
Corollary 1. Let n 2 be a fixed positive integer and R be a .nC1/Š-torsion free
semi-prime ring admitting a non-zero permuting n-derivation  such that the trace
ı satisfies ŒŒı.x/;x;x 2Z.R/ for all x 2R: Then R is commutative.
Theorem 3. Let n  1 be a fixed positive integer and R be a non-commutative
nŠ-torsion free prime ring admitting a permuting generalized n-derivation ˝ with
associated n-derivation  such that the trace ! of ˝ is commuting on R: Then ˝ is
a left n-multiplier on R.
Proof. Our hypothesis yields that
Œ!.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R: (2.22)
It can be easily seen that
!.xCy/D !.x/C!.y/C
n 1X
rD1
 
n
r
!
pr.x;y/ for all x;y 2R
where pr.x;y/D˝. x;x;    ;x„ ƒ‚ …
.n r/ times
;y;y;    ;y„ ƒ‚ …
r times
/:
Substituting xCy, where  (1    n) is a positive integer, in place of x in the
above equation we obtain
0D Œ!.xCy/;xCy
D Œ!.x/C!.y/C
n 1X
rD1
 
n
r
!
pr.x;y/;xCy:
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Using (2.22), we have
0D fŒ!.x/;yC
 
n
1
!
Œp1.x;y/;xgC2f
 
n
1
!
Œp1.x;y/;y
C
 
n
2
!
Œp2.x;y/;xgC   CnfŒ!.y/;x
C
 
n
n 1
!
Œpn 1.x;y/;xg for all x;y 2R:
Implementing Lemma 1 we get
0D Œ!.x/;yC
 
n
1
!
Œp1.x;y/;x
D Œ!.x/;yCnŒ˝.x;x;    ;y/;x:
Replacing y by yx we obtain
0D yŒ!.x/;xC Œ!.x/;yxCnŒ˝.x;x;    ;y/xCy.x;x;    ;x/;x
D Œ!.x/;yxCnyŒı.x/;xCnŒy;xı.x/CnŒ˝.x;x;    ;y/;xx
D nŒy;xı.x/CnyŒı.x/;x:
Again replacing y by ´y for any ´ 2 R we have Œ´;xyı.x/D 0 for all x;y;´ 2 R.
Since R is prime we find that for any x 62 Z.R/;ı.x/ D 0. Now for any y 2 Z.R/
and x 62Z.R/, xCy 62Z.R/. Hence,
0D ı.xCy/
D p1.x;y/C Cn 1pn 1.x;y/Cnı.y/:
Using Lemma 2 we obtain ı.y/D 0 for any y 2Z.R/: Thus, ı.x/D 0 for all x 2R.
Lemma 1 yields that D 0. This implies that ˝ acts as a left n-multiplier. 
Theorem 4. Let n  2 be a fixed positive integer and R be an nŠ-torsion free
semi-prime ring admitting a permuting generalized n-derivation ˝ with associated
n-derivation such that the tracew of˝ is centralizing onR: Thenw is commuting
on R.
Proof. It is given that Œw.x/;x 2Z.R/ for all x 2R. Using the similar arguments
as used in Theorem 2, we obtain
Œw.x/;yCnŒ˝.x;x; :::;y/;x 2Z.R/ for all x;y 2R: (2.23)
Replacing y by yx, we obtain
yŒw.x/;xC Œw.x/;yxCnŒ˝.x;x; :::;y/;xxCnyŒı.x/;xCnŒy;xı.x/ 2Z.R/:
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Now in view of (2.23), we find that
0D Œy;xŒw.x/;xCnŒy;xŒı.x/;xCnyŒŒı.x/;x;x
CnŒy;xŒı.x/;xCnŒŒy;x;xı.x/ for all x;y 2R: (2.24)
Again replace y by w.x/y to get
0D w.x/Œy;xŒw.x/;xC Œw.x/;xyŒw.x/;xCnw.x/Œy;xŒı.x/;x
CnŒw.x/;xyŒı.x/;xCnw.x/yŒŒı.x/;x;xCnw.x/Œy;xŒı.x/;x
CnŒw.x/;xyŒı.x/;xCnŒw.x/;xŒy;xı.x/Cnw.x/ŒŒy;x;xı.x/
CnŒw.x/;xŒy;xı.x/CnŒŒw.x/;x;xyı.x/:
Using (2.24) and the given condition, we find that
Œw.x/;xyŒw.x/;xC2nŒw.x/;xyŒı.x/;xC2nŒw.x/;xŒy;xı.x/D 0: (2.25)
Further, replacing y by Œw.x/;x2 in (2.25) and using the given condition, we have
Œw.x/;x4C2nŒw.x/;x3Œı.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R: (2.26)
Again, replace y by y´ in (2.25) and use (2.25), to get
2nŒw.x/;xŒy;x´ı.x/D 0 for all x;y;´ 2R: (2.27)
Next, we replace y by w.x/ and ´ by Œw.x/;x to find that 2nŒw.x/;x3ı.x/ D
0 for all x 2R:On commuting the latter relation with x and using the given condition,
we have
2nŒw.x/;x3Œı.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R: (2.28)
From (2.26) and (2.28), we find that Œw.x/;x4D 0. Since the center of a semi-prime
ring does not contain any nilpotent element, we get Œw.x/;xD 0. 
Corollary 2. Let n  2 be a fixed positive integer and R be a non-commutative
nŠ-torsion free semi-prime ring admitting a permuting generalized n-derivation ˝
with associated n-derivation such that the trace w of˝ is centralizing on R: Then
˝ is a left n-multiplier on R.
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Theorem 2, we get the required result. 
In conclusion, if we look at Theorem 2 closely, it is tempting to conjecture as
follows:
Conjecture 1. LetR be a semi-prime ring with suitable torsion restrictions and
be a non-zero permuting n-derivation. Suppose that for some integerm 1, ım.x/ 2
Z.R/ for all x 2 R where ıkC1.x/D Œık.x/;x for k > 1 and ı1.x/D ı.x/ stands
for the trace of : Then Œı.x/;xD 0 for all x 2R:
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